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USG passes bills, swears in senators
By Hpnl Elliott
STAFF W w 11L -.

On
Monday
night,
the
Undergraduate
Student
Government's meeting did not
run as smoothly as past meetings,
but the general assembly managed to get things done.
Procedures during the meeting
were, at times, rocky due to the
absence of USG's Speaker of the
House.
The meeting started off with
the swearing in of a new off-cam-

pus senator and 11 proxy members.
President Marcos Popovich
reiterated, during his address to
the assembly, that five senate
positions were still open.
Popovich will be recommending
a District 5 and four off-campus
senators to the assembly at next
weeks meeting.
District 1, Pre-Major Advising,
and three off-campus seats are
still open to students. District 1 is

open to all students who live in
Rodgers Quadrangle, Conklin,
any of the Fraternity houses, the
Alpha Gamma Delta house, the Pi
Beta Phi house, the Kappa Kappa
Gamma house and the Sigma
Kappa house.
Those interested need to be
referred by an already seated senator, appointed by Popovich and
then voted on by the general
assembly.
During the senators reports,

District 6 senator Joel Freimark
voiced his opinion to the general
assembly about the actions USG
has taken so far this year.
Freimark believes that USG is a
role model for all the other campus organizations. "They should
be able to come here for leadership, ideas and help," Freimark
said.
With all that USG has been
doing this year Freimark wonders,
"What has USG done for the stu-

dents?"
Freimark believes that the
Instructional Media Services Bill
and Campus Fest are the only two
things USG has done for the student body so far this year. "How
can students support USG if we
can't support them," Freimark
questions.
During the committee reports,
Internal Affairs announced what
had been decided regarding the
letters of intent filed against

Rebecca Nieto, vice president of
USG.
After careful review, the committee decided there were no
grounds for impeachment and
Nieto was sent a letter of information. The committee believed
that it was a miscommunication
throughout USG.
They also believed that an
ambiguity in the constitution
USE, PAGE 2

7,000
denied
aid due
to drugs
By Ron Word
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Tom Reed BC News
TEARING DOWN: Above: 124 W. Wooster St. was defaced because of a cracked foundation. This building housed four BG students and Monty's Hair Fashions. Below: The
east side of 124 W. Wooster St. is supported by braces.

Building
comes
down
Insurance company
hired expert to evaluate condition of
shaky building

Residence life, two of the students
who lived in the apartment will be
moving into on-campus residence halls this week.
Monty's has moved in with
Arrangement Hair-Skin & Nail
Designers, 181 S. Main SL, for an
undetermined amount of time.
By lOmberty Dopps
The insurance company of the
CITT EOI TOR
The store front of a building building's owners, Gary and
erected in the 1920s, 124 W Deborah Marten, authorized a
Wooster Si., still remains after the demolition expert to assess the
front of the building was deter- situation, according to John
mined to be insecure.
Fawcett, the city's municipal
The building was home to administrator.
Monty's Hair Fashions and an
Fawcett said that the exact
upstairs apartment that housed plans for the future of the building
four University students.
have not yet been determined.
The News reported Thursday
However, approximately 15 feet
that Columbia Gas of Ohio crews of depth to the second story of the
discovered last Tuesday that the building and between two and
foundation was cracked, causing five feet of the first story have been
the building to shift The cracks
were found on the east side of the removed.
The east side of the building
building.
The building was evacuated was also braced.
John Fawcett said that it will be
Tuesday, dislocating Monty's Hair
Fashions and the students who up to the owners and the insurlived on the second story.
ance company on what the future
According to the Office of of the building will be.

Nearly 7,000 college students
who applied for financial aid this
fall are finding past drug convictions returning to haunt them.
The students are being told they
are ineligible for some or all federal financial aid because of a new
law. Under the law, which took
effect with the 2000-01 academic
year, students with drug-related
convictions can be ruled ineligible
for federal grants or loans.
Of the 8.6 million applications
processed through Oct 15, 1311
applicants have been ruled ineligi ble, and an additional 5,617 must
complete a waiting period before
they become eligible, Karen
Freeman, a spokeswoman for the
Education Department, said
Monday.
The total of the two groups is
less than 1 percent of those who
applied.
Students can lose one year of
federal aid eligibility for a first conviction on a drug-possession
charge, and two years for a second
conviction. They can be suspended indefinitely for a third conviction.
About 790,000 applicants initially failed to answer the question
of whether they had been convicted of using drugs when they filled
out their student aid applications.
But the Education Department
contacted many of those students,
and the number of those who
have not yet answered is now
down to 275,000.
Department officials allowed
college and university administrators to award aid this year to those
who left the question blank, but
warned those students to alert the
department of any drug convictions or risk penalties for lying on
their forms.
Students told officials that they
didnt understand the question,
did not think it pertained to them
or forgot to answer it, Freeman
said.
"Everyone will agree it could
have been done better," she said.
She said the question will be simpler and more direct on next year's
form.
Kristi Ringor, a spokeswoman
for the U.S. Students Association
in Washington, said her organization fought the policy and remains
opposed to it
^t denies access to education to
those who need it most," she said.
"It is not a sound ami -drug pottcy."
The drug-conviction restriction
was imposed by Congress when it
renewed the Higher Education Act
in 1998. The provision denies aid
to students who have been convicted in state or federal court of
possessing or selling drugs.
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Grass fires under control in N. California
By Brian Berptein
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN JOSE, Calif. — Fire crews
have contained a number of
blazes in Northern California, but
the smoldering ashes represent
an eerie reminder for residents
who haven't forgotten whai happened nine years ago.
A hillside fire in San lose, one of
at least five brushfires near the city
Sunday, burned 25 acres, destroying one home and causing roof
damage to five others. The fire
began when a power line fell onto
a pine tree.
In Oakland, about 40 miles
away, a 10-acre fire was ignited
when strong winds brought a
eucalyptus tree down on a power
line No houses were burned, but
firefighters weren't taking any
chances.
"I came outside and 1 saw the
smoke and I burst into tears. 1
said, 'I've been there and done
this,"' said Adrienne Kohler,
whose home was destroyed in
1991.
Nine years ago, gusty winds reignited a blaze firefighters thought
they had under control in the
Oakland hills, leading to a fire that
destroyed 3,000 homes and killed
25 people.
The fire in Oakland was 90 percent contained Sunday night.
"This is the point where
Oakland thought they had it contained," said Capt Mark Mooney,

noting that the nine-year anniversary of the fire was Saturday.
"That's what we are worried
about."
loe Gallo, 68, scraped his hands
when he fell while fleeing the
flames that destroyed his San Jose
home but was thankful that he
was insured and can stay with his
children.
"I'm here to tell the story," he
said. "I'm alive to build again."
The San lose fire began on top
of a hill shortly after 1 am. Sunday
and was pushed toward homes by
45 mph winds. Thirty-six people
were evacuated.
Smoke was visible from miles
away, dispersed over the region by
the same high winds that uprooted trees in Oakland and Hayward
and closed four runways at the
San Francisco international
Airport
"It's deja vu," said Chuck Palley,
who sat on a street curb, looking at
wisps of smoke that framed a
breathtaking view of the San
Francisco Bay. The 1991 fire had
stopped just short of Palley's
house, although it took years for
his neighborhood to return to
some semblance of normalcy.
Several other fires burned in
Northern California over the
weekend, including a 3,900-acre
Associaled Press PMo
blaze that made its way from Lake
County toward Napa County FLYBY: A California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection C130 airplane dumps fire retardant over a portion of a 3,900-acre wild fire
powered by strong winds. About Sunday morning, in Butts Canyon, Calif, near Middletown in South Lake County. About 1,000 firefighters work through the weekend on the
1,000 firefighters battled the Lake blaze, which started Saturday, as it worked its way toward Napa County powered by strong winds.
County blaze.

USG bill adds to the senate
added eight new organizational
seats to the assembly.
This bill added .he Latino
caused much of the problem.
The Rules and Regulations Student Union, Delta Sigma Pi,
Council,
Committee reported that they Interfratemtiy
were looking into ways of making Panhellenic Council, University
Activities
Organization,
new legislation to improve sumResidential Students Association,
mer spending in the future.
the Gospel Choir and the College
Later, the general assembly Democrats to the senate.
voted on two fund requests. The
The bill also includes legislation
first was a $200 approval for the that will force the assembly to
Black Issues Conference. The sec- write new legislation concerning
ond request was not approved the representation of organizadue to lack of information on the tions on the senate.
After the bill was passed reprerequest from the sorority.
The general assembly finally sentatives from the organizations
approved Bill 000104 which that were present were officially

USG, FROM PAGE 1

sworn in and allowed to vole the
rest of die evening.
Resolution 000101 was then
passed by the assembly after
some alterations were made. The
resolution basically apologizes to
the student body for the way USG
handled the distribution of the
organization seats.
Three new fund requests were
presented and will be voted on
next week by the senators. A bill
will also be on the table concerning emergency legislation.
The next meeting will be held
on Monday, Oct. 30 at 7:30 p.m. in
room 113 Olscamp.

Jackie Esworthy was killed by a drunk driver
one week after her high school graduation.
What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk?
Whatever vou have to
Friends don't let friends drive drunk.

\yotrCg

at the Holiday Hiring
Open House
This Wednesday & Thursday 1-5pm,
300 Saddlemire

5 Shifts to
Choose From
♦ Might (Midnight to 5:OOam)
Mon-Fri
$10.00/hr
♦ Sunrise (3:OOam to 8:00am)
Tues-Sat
$10.00/hr
♦ Day (2:OOpm to 7:OOpm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ Twilight (7:OOpm to 11:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ Preload (3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri
$10.00/hr

Offers
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting at $8.50-$10.00
$.50 Raise After 90 Days

Ground
650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)
1-800-582-3577
<
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CROSSWORD

A
Farewell
to
Random

ACROSS
1 With HA cfcvcf s
peaS The Cloak' or
-The Batto Discontinue
14 SeelA
15 Vrtuous
16 Ear part
17 General's
assistan19 Lotion ingr edieoi
?0 Explore caves
21 Roger Qanriisici
eg
22 EyeO'ear. eg
26 Ajtrtor of Lucky
JUT"

28 Comeiedrt
brandies
29 Taw
32 Porker's pad
35 Nol up yet
36 Spat ending?
37 Traveler's
stopover
38 Breakfast patty
40 In position
41 Expert
42 Donahue or
Silvers
43 Informer
45 Actor Beany
46 Jaos
48 Cyranos
drstrcnon
49 Con'*tofl to a
monaslery
52 Worship
55 Enoeseve desire
for wealth
58 Cross-country
ft.i 59 Wood rabbi
62 Goes astray
63 Small stream
64 Pan ol IBM
65 Essence
66 Discontinue
67 On the bnry

RYAN
HALFHILL
1 Pity The Fool
•
Yes, folks. It's sad but true.
Page 3 will no longer be the home
of regular

random

on

demand

columns. True, you will still find
Under the Hat and all of the random latent horror enclosed within, but that is where old ends and
new begins.
This column is a salute to the

Spasms in What?
gency. Maybe they're just idiots.

old, before we enter the New-Age

KENDRA
MOORE

Page 3. A salute to fan-favorite
Jamison T. Squirrel, and his witty
repartee

on

politics,

Anyhow.whcn we were finally taken in, my mom took the

Half-Bakcd

squirrel

nurse by the short hairs and pretty much told her where she could

recipes and being nice to animals.
A salute to columns discovered in bathroom stalls, next to
the picture of a Page 3 columnist
lying in some unknown liquid, to
show you the horrors of the out-

stick
Ok,

sure

the

thermometer

and

if

anyone has taken their dog to the

everyone is a little scared right
now, so, let me explain. I went

vet recently. The nurse then tries

home this past weekend to visit

that's my mom's real

parents,

by

that

title,

my

I'm

catch-up

on

to give Mother Teresa (and yes.

my

1

name) a

shot in the buttock, did

2
3
4

I men-

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
21
23
24
?5
26
27
29
30

DOWN
Sorrowful
exclamation
Witty remark
Nol p-anned
Never outoated

31
33
34

Sgns
Money supply
Woiabte period
Ewes male
About to trade in your first-born
Hvghpeak
Done in
for the answer to 1 Down?
Ring recurrcitly
Woodwno
Fear not. faithful reader.
Equa
Demand payment We have the answers, and are
repeatedly
quite willing to part with them.
infu-iato
All you need to do is check the
Consjltatton
shnnes
answer key, temporarily located
Singer WcEnire
Oddoaus
on this very page.
Concernng bees
Chop nio small
pieces
Jannors
53 Dreadful
Gunness and
Iigunno
Baldwin
54 Gjmoo inqredien'
44 Suggntftress
56 Quote
Hit IN) In*
*7 Declares
i! Ms Fragorald
Overthrow
49 lop ola wave
59 Now Deal agcy
Loudmouth
50 Drawlorth
60 Mire vein
UfflfflOl
Si Operated
Pofynosiar.
61 Al-.ernoor aftan
52 AttenBon getter

PROBLEMS?

Providence and eat some food

side world. It was a warning to

tion

that tastes a little less like card-

never leave your r(X>ms. to hide

Everyone in a six-room radius

board. Little did I know that this

heard

from the world, become recluses ,

weekend would turn into a BIG
,\11\ 1 NTURE a lot bigger than

@!$@#$ and then a @#$#$ing-

OHIO WEATHER

#@$<*-!

Pee-Wee's.

Tuesday, October 24

mannered!

hermits and Unahombcrs, oh my!
You will now hear from The
Sly Fox. a dating guru, who will

I

arrive home on

she

doesn't

her

call

like

needles?

the

nurse

a

She is usually so mild

AccuWealher" forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures

Friday and everything is fine
My 6-foot-7 inch dad had to

share talcs of horror and woe in

On Saturday. I wake-up to the

sit on my mom's legs to keep her

dating. Dating lips'.' Who needs

most God-awful sounds coming

from kicking the doctor in the

that? But beware the sly fox of

from the bathroom next door. I

face. By the end of the day. my

rushed to see what was the mat-

dad and I were willing to take the

ter and there arose such a clat-

pain

ter!! I found my mother in ago-

found out that she had spasms in

nizing

her.well, we'll just say what my

Page 3. he or she will dnw you
in. making you a mindless zombie
10 their advice, making you want
to keep reading, reading on with-

shot

for

her...

We

later

under-

Sunday, went out to look for a

definition of emer-

new wig for that nurse. So you

WBCK.

(far

worse

than

childbirth she said) and my Dad

dad

having a semi-panic attack. We

things

the Sly Fox.

rush her to the hospital and wait

Blowhole" and leave it at that.

Those quirky Fashion Police

become

full

time

columnists.

They have a full page to show you
what

to wear and what

not to

Crikey! They've even conned a
fashion major into leading them

likes to call

a

variety of

"Epizootic

of

the

in the EMERGENCY room for
My mom settled down and

20 minutes watching Ricki Lake
rerunsstands

maybe
the

no one

see. all ended well.

DAY TRIP: HAUNTED HOUSE

in their quest for truth, justice and

Trail of Terror

1406 Key St. Maumee, OH

the Amcric-- I mean fashion.

Oct. 27-28

419-897-7242

The new

thing that interests

me the most is Cold Beverage. All
those bar lips in one place is I college boys dream come true And
possibly
nightmancoctions

his

roommate's

worst

Just imagine the conyou

could

force

your

roomie to drink. I mean like mixing vodka and tabasco and calling
it a "Flaming Russian." or mixing
Kahlua and vanilla ice cream and
calling it

Tried Ice Cream." The

possibilities are endless'
Anyway Before I return to my
mindless droning on about Mr. T.

8-11:30 p.m.
$6

The Underworld Haunted

Rotary Nature Center,

House

Wintcrgarden Rd. Bowling

Thur.-Sun. 7 p.m.-12 a.m.

CJrecn. Ohio

$10

419-372-7702

The Woodville Mall (old Kash
and Karry Grocery)
Nonhwood. Ohio

Haunted Hydro
Thurs.-Sat in Oct.. Oct. 30
&3I

Creature Casfle

Thurs.-Sun. 7-11 p.m. Fri. and

(Not Recommended for
Children under 12...sounds

Sat. 7-12 a.m.
$10.00

damn scary!)

1313 Tiffin Rd. Fremont,

Oct. 20-21. and 26-29 7p.m. -

Ohio

12 a.m.

I-877-GOHYDRO

$8
Monroe County Fairgrounds

and Khaki pants. I'd like to finish
Institute of Fear

Parking Lot. Conner of M-50

Thurs -Sun. in Oct.

and Raisinville Rd

7 p.m.-midnight

Monroe. Mich

infomercials that give you every-

no price given

734-529-3267 or 734-2692660

my

salute

(ioodbye

to

you

goodbye

randomness

freaky

suicide

kiddies;
solutions

thing but a solution (and probably

218 N. Huron. Toledo (Behind

drove a lew people to it); good-

the Bijou)

bye

419-242-7660

Dimensions of Terror

Boowangin. enjoy the porn biz;

Nightmare Within

Fri.-Sun.

goodbye

to columns

hear,

we'll

miss

you didn't
you

see

Haunted Attraction

Poopster
Oct. 27-29. Nov. 3-4

Sep. 29-Oct. 29

Fri.-Sat. 7 p.m -

Fri.- Sat. 7 p.m.-12 a.m.. Sun

a long summer, to witness keg

midnight. Sun. 7-10 p.m.

7-11 p.m.

$8 Adults. $6 kids 12 and

$7

under

615 S. Telegraph Rd.. Monroe

25 East Market St. Tiffin,

Mich.

randomness

tosses and squirrel races.

about

We'll

miss all of you.
There has been a change in the

Ohio

People's Republic of Page 3. for
the better or the worse, we have

The Haunting
Oct. 26-31

Terror Town

WORD OF THE DAY

JUNTA
Pronunciation-, 'hunta
Function: noun
Etymology: Spanish from
feminine of junto joined
Date: 1622
1: a council or committee
for political or governmental
purpose: especially a group
of persons controlling a
government after a revolutionary seizure of power;
2: will be on the exam

O2000AccuWeainei Inc
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Sunny Pt Cloudy

Cloudy

Showers

T-slorms

Rw>

Flumes

Snow

Ice

WJ AM*O*(M PtMl

THREE-DAY FORECAST
Wednesday

Friday

Thursday

©

©

SAY WHAT?!

Mostly

returning to Bowling Green after

to

TRICKS NOT
TREATS
Kristie Phelps and other
members of People for
the Ethical Treatment of
Animals demonstrated
against the Ringling
Brothers Circus which
opens in Cleveland this

pain

out knowing That is the power of

have turned in their badges and

39

yet to sec. At least the new Page 3

Fri.-Sat. in Oct. 7 p.m.

7-11 p.m. Fri. Sat. 7 p.m.-lO

dictator is a lot more attractive

12 a.m. and Sundays 7 p.m-

p.m. Sunday

than the old Page 3 dictator, but

II p.m.

$9.50 (call for group rates)

I'll still miss that squirrel. I pity

price not given

Lenawee Co. Fairgrouds.

the fool that don't read Page 3.

Lucas County Fair Grounds

Adrian, Mich.

"As a rule, I am very
careful to be shallow
and conventional
where depth and
originality are

Showers

Cloudy

Showers
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High: 64"
Low: 52"

High: 55"
Low: 41"

Low: 48°
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LUCY MAUD
M0NTOG0MERY
AUTHOR, CANADIAN
AND GIRL

Isn't cheating against BGSU's
core values?
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TV GUIDE SECTION
TUESDAY OCTOBER 24,2000
6:00 1 6M.. 1 7:00 | 7:30

I

8:60

|

8:30

|

9:00

I

9:30

1 10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00 I 11:30"

VISIT THE A. IV 1

BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CD

©
©
©
©

CBS Evening Wh»lol
Fortun* It
Nnra£
ABC World
EntorUlnnwnt
Ntwa Tonight Tonight jf
NBC Nightl,
Ditw Caray
Nmf
Do the Hustki"
HMlthwe»k,i-i Dullness Rpl
Sleieo) I
N«w»hour Wilh Jim LMirar S
BBC Woftd
New«
SimMons (In SaltM-The fin City A
t Is Bom'' IK
SM<eo)I
Fnale" I
SlmpaoiMlin
In City A
FrUfldalln
Is Bom" X
Slereo) X
Slerao) X

CABLE STATIONS
James Bond Story

SB

J*opardyl JC

JAG 'Flight me (N) (In Slereo) (0 Minutes • (In Slereo)X

Judging Amy "You're Not the
Show (In
a a Kle" (N) (In Stereo) X
Slereo) X
Hollywood
Who Want! to Be a Millionaire Dharmo a
Geena Davis
Once and Again "Wake Up.
Nighthne (N)
Squartt It
(In Slereo) I
Gfsg(N)I
In Slereo) X
Lltle Suste" (N) I
Fusltf HM
Michael
3rd Rock From Fraalar "And the Dish Ran Away Dateline (In Slereo) X
twight Show
loses his nerve. Richards X
the Sun |N) X Wan we Spoon-|N) ■
(In Slereo) X
Jim Lalvar 3E Building Big (N) (Part 4 ol 5) X Nova "Lincoln's Sacral Weapon" Frontline "The Future ol War
Charlie Roaa (In Slereo) X
Season Premiere) (h Stereo) X (N) (In S!oroo| IT
Busman Rpt. Building Big (N) (Pad 4 ol 5) X Nova "LinootYs Secrel Weapon" Frontline "The Fulure ol War"
Charlie Roe* (In Sleieo) X
[Season Premiere) (In Slereo)IB (N) (In Stereo) I
Frlande(ln
K5TrV|
World Settee Game 3 - New York Yankees or Seen* Manners al New York Mels Shea Siadium (In NewaX
Slereo) X
Slereo) I
Slereo Live) I
Mandarin
rle: "7helnspecrors"(1998. Suspense) Louie Gossan Jr.
Slereo) I
Postal rispaclors atlempl lo solve a mail bomb crime. (In Slereo) X

P

Three Stooges

AUckol*nSO-Foot
Movie: •• "The Aiming Colossal Man "(1957.
Movrle:e»« "TherVa*e(IP>ey"(l966. Advenlure)
AMC
Belenlless Alrican warriors hunl human quarry.
MonatarmanaBl
Saenoa Fiction) Glerm Langan. Catiy Downs.
Saturday Night Live The Rock. Daily Show 5 IKE)
MovM:
••
The
Cnasa'(l994,
Advanliia)
Charte
Sheen,
Henry
UncomloftatHy
Whose
Uns Is Dally Show X Win Ben
COM
Stain's Money Rollins An escaped con and his oMiging hostaga head lor '.'i.":b
HAnyway?;N.
Stein's Money
M<
Cloaa(N)
Wild Discovery Uliimale B3E On the Inside "747 Jumbo Jet" INaw DMectrVM "Trails ol
PSlFlhS-Firel^r
'Wild0l«oyary.-Uli™ta
'justice Files "Sell-Styled
DISC .Guide: Dogs"
House Cats"
Evidence-(N)
Justce"
Sportacantar I
Classic Sports Reporters (N)
Sportacenter
PSA Bowlrng: FlagsrHp Open. From Ene, Pa
IWonderlul World ol Goll Fred Couples and Phil Cowboys
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RUSSIA'S MIR TO BE DUMPED IN FEBRUARY
MOSCOW (AP) — A senior Russian official put a rough
date on the demise of the Mir space station, saying
Monday that the orbiter will be dumped into the sea 15
years after its launch — unless private funding comes
through. Klebanov's spokeswoman, Oksana
Onishchenko, said the official Cabinet decision to
dump the space station would come later, but added
that the Mir would certainly be brought down.

OPINION

U-WIIIK

District of Columbia not represented
One of the key principles that
the United States was built upon
was the idea of "no taxation
without representation."
However, currently there are
around 500,000 U.S. citizens who
pay federal income taxes and
have a limited voice in the crafting of those tax plans -- they are
the residents of the District of
Columbia.
Last week, the Supreme Court
ruled against a lawsuit, which
was filed by citizens of the district, on the grounds that the
Constitution did not include a
right to have full representation
in the House to residents of nonstates. However, the Court did

state that it is up to the House to
decide who is allowed to vote.
The House of Representatives
should change its current policy
and give the congressional delegate from Washington full voting
rights.
Currently, the district's delegate, Democrat Eleanor Norton,
serves in the House of
Representatives as a member
with limited rights. She is permitted to serve on committees and
vote in committee meetings, but
she is not allowed to vote on
House-wide measures. Those
against granting Norton full voting membership argue that it is
the equivalent of giving special

YOU DECIDE
What do you think about the
District of Columbia conflict? Let us know what you
think at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.
treatment for the people of
Washington DC.
But this argument neglects the
district's special history.
When it was designed.
Washington DC. was supposed
to be the seat of the government,
not one of the largest metropolises in the nation. As the popula-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Voters can give
new parties
strength
Stay home on election day?
How lazy as a society have we
become? I'm not sure about the
rest of you. but I found Stillman's
column (Oct. 23) somewhat disturbing and uninformed. I'm disturbed by the lethargic attitude
put towards what is our most
important civic right.
Those who say there is no
choice in this country and that
their vote doesn't count have
merely stopped trying. It's true
that this country has largely
become a two-party nation, but
this, by no means, is something
that has to be permanent. There
are many third parties out there,
some large like the Reform and
Green parties, and some small

like the American Communist
party. Yet they do exist. These
parties exist because their members realized that the Republican
and Democratic platforms didn't
address their views and concerns. Rather than refusing to
vote they did something about it
and created a new party. The reason these parties aren't out there
making the difference they
should is primarily because of
voter apathy. At least one of
these budding parties will
address a good deal of your
concerns, you merely have to
look for them.
Non-voters make up the
largest percentage of the registered public, mostly young
adults. If just 50 percent of this
non-voting public went out and
voted for third party candidates
many of these small parties
would suddenly make the polls
and affect the outcome of the

election. Don't get fooled into
Uiinkingyou don't have a choice
in this matter, make your vote
count.
For those of you looking to find
some information on third parties check out Third Party Central
(3pc.net).

tion grew, Congress began to
treat the residents of the district
differently. In 1960, the 23rd
Amendment to the Constitution
was ratified, granting residents of
the district a minimum of three
electoral votes, in order to give
the people a say in the election of
the president. In 1978, the
Congress voted to amend the
Constitution again - this time to
give the district full voting rights
and congressional representation. The measure failed to
obtain ratification from enough
states.
The fact is, Washington DC.
has always been treated as a special entity.

What was your reaction to Saturdays
game against EMU?
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toward an ultimate goal of statehood. District residents have
sought statehood in the past, and
despite the historical desire to
keep the seat of government separate from any state, there is no
reason that a half-million people
should be denied the same
autonomy that other states have.
The population is similar in size
to that of Wyoming or Alaska - why should these people be less
represented?
Congress should grant the
District's delegate full voting
rights and help the district ease
into becoming the 51st state.

Opportunities
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
knock too hard

Brian Vohland
herrj)@hotmailctim

The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for length.
Personal attacks will not be printed. Send submissions to 210 West
Hall or arrenj@bgnelbgsu.edu
with subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column."

And even without this uniqueness, the fact remains that the
citizens of the district pay
approximately $2 billion in federal taxes, and should thus have
some say in the House - after all,
the House is where all bills on
taxation originate.
Geographically speaking, there
is also a great deal of uniqueness
- unlike the U.S.'s other territories, the district is a part of the
continental United States. Right
now, the district is a bizarre
island of inequity, surrounded by
land.
The granting of voting rights to
the district should be a step

KEVIN BUSS
SENIOR
MIS
"Trainer Joe did a
goodjob."

AT ISSUE College: the hotbed of opportunity or a fouryear sentence to unrelenting purgatory?
College brochures like to prattle on about all the enriching
experiences it will offer. They
show people laughing with
friends over well-balanced lunches, giggling over textbooks, and
chortling over jokes told at the
friendly student union.
But what they don't tell you is
that college is really about suffering.
Take me. Intense suffering
seems to be my lot in life. Last
week, for example. I found 1 had
only $3 in my bank account. The
period of time for which I was
going to have to stretch this S3
was indefinite. It might be days,
but more probably, it would be
years.
I was going to have to live in a
cardboard box and do homework
by the streetlamps. I was going to
have to sift through the dirt for
minerals with which to sustain
myself. I would soon have rickets,
scurvy and. hopefully, the consumption. I was going to die.
Soon I came to my senses. First
of all, I don't do my homework,
so I wouldn't have to wony about
the unhealthy glare of the streetlights. Second of all. I had a can
of tuna and a dry packet of oatmeal in the cupboard. 1 could
stretch staples like that for several
minutes.
Third, I am always on the verge
of contracting rickets, scurvy and
tuberculosis, so that's nothing
new.
And with my dry packet of oatmeal and a hearty case of rickets,
I could sit inside my dark, heatless apartment and wait for them
to staple the eviction notice to
the door.
It doesn't get any better than
this. I wish someone could take a
picture of me laughing gaily as
my car is towed, or giggling at the
gaping holes in the heels of my
socks.
It's not as if I don't have a Job.
Actually, I have two jobs. One
pays for the gas money it takes to
get there: the other hasn't paid at
all, so far. What I'm getting
instead is a figurative handful of
valuable experience. I cany It
around with me in a water-tight
box and put In in my refrigerator
at night, where my food would be
if I had any.
The character I'm building
must be growing to obnoxious
heights, though I haven't detected any of it so far.

MICHELLE
REITER
Assl. Opinion Editor
Instead. I notice that 1 am
increasingly apathetic and surly
with each opportunity for enrichment the University offers. The
main ones are these classes 1
keep having to attend.
Or. sometimes I attend them.
When I do, I spend the whole
hour or so thinking about food
and new socks. Then I pass by
the friendly student union, thinking about the jokes I could be
chortling over. But all I find are
the windy, skeletal remains of the
warm, bagel-filled dive that used
to exist.
It's a cold world.
Luckily, I received a nice check
on the third day of my fateimposed $3 budget. I bought a
hamburger and cheerfully
instructed my father to disregard
the rather dramatic e-mail I'd
sent him. My friend, Erik, came
and fed me pizza.
But the problem of class attendance persists. I suffer whether I
attend them or not. I feel as
though all of this enrichment
should be delivered to me in a
large truck, tied up in individual
parcels. I could just open one per
semester.
When I see those tightly-knit
families inspecting the campus
for their hapless progeny, I feel
like slipping the kid a note. Take a
steamship to Europe, kid, there's
opportunity there...Join a rock
band...Become a feared inner city
drug lord with a bright white suit
(iiid

,11 in K)

Those drug lords are always so
fat, well dressed and jolly. They
should be the subject of more
after school specials: How the
King of "Rock" worked his way
out of poverty to become the
contributing member of society
he is today. They should produce
free posters of them to staple into
Teen Beat.
But then I think of the
draughts in Africa, where naked
people are always migrating to
other places with no food. I look
the armies of ants in my apartment right in the eyes and say,
"Man, I can really relate to that."
Michelle Relter can be reached
at relterm@bgsnet.bgsu.edu.
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Woman convicted of child's murder
NEW YORK (AP)—A woman accused of killing her 3-

NATION

year-old daughter two decades ago and keeping the
mummified body hidden in a bedroom closet was
convicted Monday of murder. Madeline Carmichael,
61, was found guilty for the slaying of Latanisha
Carmichael in November 1979.

Ambiance of mountain town dominant
By Melissa Ntteon
•SSOCIAIE0 PRESS WRIICR

EUREKA SPRINGS, Ark. — In
the 1800s, tourists came for the
magic cures in the natural
springs. In the 1960s, Dower children flocked to communes on the
edge of town, looking for harmony.
These days, three investigators
of the paranormal give ghost
tours at the landmark Crescent
Hotel. Self-described victims of
alien abduction gather each summer. Most shops stock miniature
Buddhas, crystals and incense
burners. Every street comer carries ads for massage therapists.
"Our population is only 1,900,
but there is every kind of person
imaginable,"
said
Debbie
Samack, one of the town's 400
ordained ministers.
Locals say this Ozark
Mountains town exerts a powerful, mysterious allure.
Self-described hippie Barbara
Harmony headed south from
Hoboken. N.I., 26 years ago. She
now makes a living charging
tourists for astrological readings
— provided on a downtown park
bench. She also offers "mystical
joui ley tours." in which she
demonstrates ancient healing
ceremonies and provides the history of the down's natural springs.
On an adjacent park bench,
artist and fellow astrologist
Sandra Synar competes for a
share of the cosmic cash pot.
Synar said a "magic vibe" called
her to Eureka Springs decades
ago.
"The best thing about Eureka
Springs is that it allows you to be
as eccentric as you want to be,"
said Synar, who nonetheless
wants people to know there's
more to the town than T-shirt
shops, wedding chapels and pastel-colored Victorian buildings.
Even Gov. Mike Huckabee said
Eureka Springs — where ihe terrain is so rugged that each of the
eight floors of the 96-year-old
Basin Park Hotel, which backs
into a mountain, has access to
ground level, and downtown
streets have hairpin turns — is a
"natural magnet" that brings him
back each year.
"With the landscape and the
shops, it has a sort of European

ambiance. It's like a little
Switzerland," said Huckabee, who
honeymooned here with his wife,
Janet, in 1974.
One park bench astrologer
links the town's pull on people to
its founding date — July 4, 1879.
That alignment (as Synar said,
"Libra was rising and... the moon
was in Capricorn.") meant Eureka
Springs was fated to attract people with strong and creative personalities.
Mayor Beau Satori said Eureka
Springs is additionally a "Mecca
for divinely inspired people."
"There is a strong religious and
spiritual influence to this city," he
said.
With so many ministers in town
— many, like Samack, are
ordained through the Universal
Life Church of Modesto, Calif.,
which allows anyone to register as
a minister by mail or online —
weddings are big business.
About 5,000 couples arc married here each year. The courthouse is open Saturdays and legal
proof of age is the only requirement for a marriage license. Its 19
wedding chapels (Samack owns
the Queen of Hearts Wedding
Chapel) are open late to accomodate night owk
Ken Fugate feels he was
expressly summoned to Eureka
Springs from San Francisco — by
the ghosts in the Crescent Hotel, a
Depression-era cancer hospital.
"If you are meant to be here, it
draws you in and puts you here,"
said Fugate. a former surgical
scrub nurse who said he became
a paranormal investigator after 30
years of amateur study.
Fugate and two friends give
nightly tours, telling tourists pf the
gruesome goings-on in the 1940s
when Dr. Norman Baker swindled
desperately ill patients into experimental treatments. The tour
leaders claim Baker amputated
body parts to keep cancer from
spreading incinerated bodies to
hide the number of patients who
were dying and claimed to cure
cancer with com silk and the
seeds of watermelon and clover.
Fugate said the spirits needed
his help to get word out about
what happened at the hospital.
"They know we are doing the
tours and they know that we aren't

Associated Press Photo

TROLLEY: A bus designed to look like a trolley car negotiates narrow streets in downtown Eureka Springs
interested in hurting them,"
Fugate said of the ghosts. He said
one particular downstairs spirit
"told the three of us that we were
supposed to be doing this."
Also claiming to be specially
called to Eureka Springs are people who believe they've had contact with extraterrestrial life. The
Ozark UFO Conference meets
here every April.
Among the better-known characters in town is Crescent
Dragonwagon, a children's book
author who this year founded the
Writers' Colony at Dairy Hollow in
a venerable inn she and her husband had run for years.
The New York native moved to
Eureka Springs in 1972 at age 19.
She changed her name from Ellen
Zolotow, choosing Crescent
because it means "the growing,"
according to her biography. Her
first husband was named Crispin
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Dragonwagon.
"I think people seek members
of their own tribe in one way or
another," she said. "In Eureka, a
lot of people who thought of
themselves as being one of a kind
are now just part of the crowd
here."
But Dragonwagon notes that
the flip side of delightful eccentricity is never-ending political
infighting. She laments how the
town's sometimes bizarre squabbles make it a "laughing stock"
Locals are still at odds, for
instance, over a roughly 30-foot
brick walk in Basin Park and
whether it should be pulled up
and moved because it could be a
liability under new city safety regulations.
The 300-some bricks in the
walk called the Pathway of Love,
are inscribed with remembrances
of favorite times, loved ones or

departed pets, and the brick owners and pathway organizers are
upset with city efforts to move the
path.
The parks astrologers, musicians and artists are divided —
some complain the red glow that
reflects off the bricks disrupts the
park's energy flow.
A tree ordinance has also split
citizens into camps The mayor
irritably complains that "a faction
of anarchy that opposes any type
of regulation" has spent two years
"reworking, shaping amending
and changing the ordinance" so
that no one is certain any longer
just what it would do. The original
idea was to regulate the removal
and planting of trees to better
control developers.
Even the mayor's plans to cut
off his waist-lengtlt ponytail last
New Year's Day became a political
issue. Hundreds of residents signs

-*-«>-*-*-»-*-*-*-<

a petition urging him to scrap the
haircut, and Satori complied.
People here don't so much
mind Eureka Spring's reputation
for political eccentricities, but
they don't like being called weird.
"Everyone said the people in
Eureka Springs are weird, but
being politically involved doesn't
make us weird," said bookstore
owner Virginia Linbald. "People
don't rum off their brains when
they come here."
Several residents suggest little
can be done to reduce the friction.
It was destiny, they say, that
brought the combatants to town.
"One of the favorite topics of
people who live here is how did
they come to be born here,
brought here or drawn here for
some inexplicable reason," said
Satori. "This is a place where the
abnormal is normal and the misfits fit"
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GWSmaybe
problem for vets
By Troy Goodman
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
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ANCIENT AMERICA: Diggers work at an ancient site which scientists describe as the largest "city ot graves" where Sumerians used to
bury their dead.

Man digs to discover history
By Michael Hill
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

WOODSTOCK, N.Y. — The
patch of pale ojay bedrock is
partly obscured ny moss and fallen leaves. It's one rock in a woods
full of rocks.
Look more closely, said lohn
Friedman.
See how the rock is shaped,
most probably by some tool, into
three or four right-angled steps?
Notice how the steps lead down
to a rectangular hole?
The hole was a cistern,
Friedman said. Off to the side,
that squared-off stone, now tilting at an angle, was an altar.
Some time ago, Friedman said he
removed a stone crow's head

from the altar for safekeeping.
The steps and the cistern and
the altar are the remains of a
sweat lodge, asserts Friedman.
This is where the ancient
Europeans took steam baths in
North America
In the woods near Woodstock.
Friedman conjures history not
found in textbooks. He tells of
Druids and Celtic sun worshippers who came to this continent,
specifically to what is now the
Northeastern United States, a
long,
long
time
before
Christopher Columbus.
"Everything that you have
been told about history," he said,
"is wrong."
Maybe.

Mainstream researchers still
hold that no Europeans created
significant settlements in North
America until after Columbus'
1492 voyage. Friedman's theory
of ancient visitors is an old one,
previously dismissed by academics as crackpot — akin to alien
abductions and the lost continent of Atlantis.
Yet such theories persist Rebel
scholars continue to turn up
ancient evidence, and amateur
buffs like Friedman keep seeing
signs of long-lost civilization
underfoot where others see only
piles of rocks.
The controversy centers on
claims that North America was
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GULF WAR: Gulf War veteran Chris Yarger walks with the aid of a
cane outside his home in Abilene, Texas.
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visited by ancient peoples from
Asia and Europe, such as Celtic
explorers in 1500 B.C. The
catchall phrase for these theories
of geographically "xpansive cultures is "diffusionism."
The purported evidence is all
around us: SUV-sized boulders
improbably perched on sets of
pointed stones; the "Bat Creek
Stone," discovered in Tennessee
in 1899 and inscribed with what
some interpret as a Hebrew script
from the second century,
Mystery Hill in Salem, N.H.,
where chambers covered by
immense slabs of granite have
been
dubbed
"America's
Stonehenge."

ABILENE. Texas — Despite a
firm grip on his ever-present
walking cane, Chris Yarger has
trouble getting around his home.
Household chores can take the
GulfWar veteran hours and leave
him exhausted. His memory has
grown weak, and he hasn't held a
job in some five years.
"I forget where I put things
within two minutes and my concentration is only good for about
10 minutes," said Yarger, 43, who
once learned three foreign languages to join a top-secret Army
unit. "Im not as sharp as I once
was."
Nearly a decade after Yarger
and more than 100,000 other
U.S. soldiers returned from the
Middle East, a debate still rages
over whether Gulf War
Syndrome exists and what the
government should do about it.
Texas researchers, meanwhile,
have been gathering evidence
that some troops may have suffered a form of brain damage.
Veterans say they suffer from a
strange assortment of woes
characterized as Gulf War
Syndrome: memory loss, anxiety, severe nausea, balance disturbances, and chronic muscle
and joint pain.

The Pentagon and the
Department of Veterans Affairs,
after a slow start, have acknowledged a serious health problem
exists but insist no single illness
is behind GulfWar Syndrome.
The Texas researchers, however, believe they have developed a
strong theory that no one has
refuted.
"Ifs not a bunch of disconnected symptoms as we once
thought since we are finding
more and more evidence of real
brain damage," said Robert
Haley, chief epidemiologist for
the University of Texas
Southwestern Medical Center at
Dallas.
Meanwhile, the political currency on the issue has dwindled,
talcing its place behind concerns
that the Clinton administration
is not doing enough about
America's dependence on foreign oil.
At a Senate hearing earlier this
month, Dallas billionaire Ross
Perot, who has funded Haley's
research, said the controversy
about GulfWar i'lness "is Agent
Orange revisited," alluding to the
defoliant used during the
Vietnam War that the Pentagon
once claimed would not harm
those exposed to it
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BY TIA AMELIA

RICH RAMIREZ

1550 Holland Road
Maumee, Ohio 4353>
Call 419-891-6020

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28
4pm - 12am
Perry Field House

www.upsjobs.com

Bowling Green State University

Tuition raffle
for Spring
Semester 2001
The KEY Yearbook is giving away tuition (valued at $2,500)
for spring semester 2001 to the lucky student who wins the raffle.
Drawing to be held at Latinopalooza
For more information, call the Latino Student Union at 372-8325
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Celebrities join to fight problems

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — International celebrities
including boxing great Muhammad Ali, actor Michael
Douglas and former Spice Girl Geri Halli well gathered
at the United Nations on Monday to discuss using their
names to fight poverty, AIDS and war.

WORLD

Ebola deaths cause schools to close
can transmit the virus through
contact with bodily fluids, such as
KAMPALA, Uganda — For the mucus, saliva and blood.
first time in more than a week, the
In later stages, the victim begins
death toll from the Ebola out- bleeding internally, vomiting
break in northern Uganda has not blood and producing bloody diarincreased during a 24-hour peri- rhea and eventually bleeding
od.
from all orifices. At this point, and
Dr. Sam Okware, who chairs a for a short time after death, the
task force set up to deal with the patient is most contagious.
outbreak, said Monday that 11
Experts from the World Health
new cases of the virus were iden- Organization, the U.S. Centers for
tified in the previous 24 hours. But Disease Control and Doctors
he said early detection was help- without Borders are in Gulu helping to prevent deaths.
ing the Ugandan authorities
Ebola, a type of hemorrhagic attempt to contain the disease.
fever for which there is no known
On Friday, WHO launched an
cure, has claimed 54 lives and appeal for $848,000 to help the
infected at least 106 other people government, while the U.N.
around the town of Gulu, 225 World Food Program is delivering
miles north of Kampala.
food to hospitals treating victims.
"The people are coming to Ugandan authorities have allocatterms with the initial shock." ed $200,000 to fight the outbreak.
Okware said. "They now know
The strain of the virus affecting
how it is transmitted and how to Gulu has been identified as Ebola
avoid it"
Sudan, one of three strains that
On Oct. 14, experts confirmed can infect humans.
that a virus killing people around
The strain was last detected
Gulu was Ebola, a highly conta- near the Ebola River in Sudan in
gious disease that can take up to 1979, creating suspicions that it
two weeks to incubate. During may have been inadvertently
this period the patient is not con- brought to the district by
tagious, but once the first flu-like Ugandan rebels, who have bases
symptoms develop, the patient in southern Sudan.
By Henry Waswa

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press Ptao

EBOLA: Ugandan school children head home due to closed school following an Ebola outbreak, in Gulu, 360 kilometers north of Kampala.
Ugandan officials closed schools and banned funerals as 10 more Ebola cases turned up.

Evidence lead to 2 unidentified suicide bombers
Br Donna Abu-Nasr
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

ADEN, Yemen—A man sought
in the bombing of the USS Cole
regularly visited a tiny hilltop
apartment with an excellent view
of the harbor where the U.S. warship stopped to refuel, security
officials said Monday. A pair of
binoculars was found at the
apartment.
The bearded and bespectacled
man and a colleague also spent a
lot of time with local fishermen,
questioning them in detail about
the comings and goings of ships
in the harbor and asking how far
fishing boats are allowed to go
into its waters.
Those details from witnesses
and investigators helped fill in

ment official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said Monday
in Aden that the probe continued
to expand. The official said it was
too early to reach a conclusion,
although it was clear the act was
something that had been planned
in advance.
Authorities have been searching at least five houses and other
locations they believe the attackers used. At least 68 people,
including members of the army
and police, have been rounded
up by Yemeni authorities in connection with the blast.
Yemeni officials said the hilltop
apartment in the Tawahi neighborhood was used as a reconnaissance base. Along with the binoculars, they said Islamic publica-

gaps about the men's activities
before the Oct. 12 bombing that
killed 17 U.S. sailors and injured
39, but investigators appeared no
closer to determining their identi ties.
U.S. officials believe the blast
was a suicide attack. Two men
were seen standing on a rubber
boat seconds before the explosion. Yemeni President Ali
Abdullah Saleh has said a 12-yearold boy told investigators a bearded man in glasses gave him
change to watch his car near the
port on the day of the bombing.
The boy, according to Saleh, said
the man went to sea in a small
boat taken from the roof of his car
and did not return.
A senior U.S. official govern-
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tions were found in the apartment in a two-story brown building overlooking the sea
The lease was in the name of
Abdullah Ahmed Khaled alMusawah, said the officials, who
also spoke on condition they not
be named. A fake ID card in that

name apparently was issued to
one of the two men.
They said they were working on
the assumption experts put
together the bomb and then fled
the country.
Witnesses said the bearded
man was sometimes joined by

other men at the hilltop apartment. They kept to themselves
and kept interaction with their
neighbors to curt greetings as
they headed to a mosque for
Friday prayers, some witnesses
said.

|
A Tuesday Challenge...
|
| What state has only one syllable??? |
"Never believe that a few caring people can't change the
world. For, indeed, that's all who ever have."
Margaret Mi
Women's Action Coalition wants to remind the women of BGSU and
surrounding communities that Election Day is in 14 days!!!

PLEASE REMEMBER TO VOTE! YOUR VOICE
MATTERS!

Closa to Campusl
425 GrantRd
UcMI ItftMBatryQiMti

352-3607 or 353-1697
Mond«f-Frn1a»7a.m. Sum. Saturday8a.m. 12p.m.

CHILDRENS BOOK AND
CANDLE SALE
OCTOBER
TH
TH
24 AND 25
10 AM - 5 PM
EDUCATION
BUILDING
STEPS

Activists

Women's Action Coalition is BGSU's feminist/activist organization dedicated to
education and activism about women's issues. We meet every Thursday @ 6:30pm
in Suite 450 in Saddlemire. All are welcome! 419-372-2281 or email
wacbgsu @ hot mai 1 .com

PRODUCT SAMPLING
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24TH
11AM TO 2 PM

Stop by either Kreischer,
Founders. Commons, or
McDonald East Dining Halls to
haue an opportunity to evaluate
products and win prizes!
i
BGSU

iMMrtLf
-

UNIVERSITY
DINING
SERVICES

www.snnchage.com
1.800.SUNCHASE
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WOMEN'S SOCCER: FALCONS LOSE ONE, TIE ONE OVER THE WEEKEND. PAGE 9

SPORTS
BRIEFING
BG holds relays

TUESDAY

The men's and women* swimming and diving team competed

October 24,
2000

in the non-scoring Tom Stubbs
Relays at Cooper Pool Friday. Oct.
20.
This was the Falcons' first relay
meet of the season.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Teams that swam in the meet
included
Eastern Michigan.
Toledo. Miami, Akron (women's
team only), Oakland and Findlay.
One meet record was set by
Eastern Michigan. The Eagles
men's 300 yard breaststroke relay
team broke a 13-year-old record
by over two seconds with a time
; of 2:55.48. The old record was set
by Oakland in 1987.
BG came in third place in three
different relays. The top events
■ the Falcons placed in included
the women's 800 freestyle relay
(7:56.03), the men's 300 breaststroke relay (3:06.26) and the
men's 200 freestyle relay (1:28.26).
The Brown and Orange also
. improved in five relays from last
; year's Tom Stubbs Relays. They
. swam faster in the women's 300
,' yard butterfly relay (3:08.21), the
■ women's 800 freestyle relay, the
'. men's 200 medley relay (1:37.28)
\ and the men's 200 freestyle relay.
I They also improved in the
'■ women's 1500 freestyle relay
; (16:07.80) as the Falcons swam
■ almost 20 seconds faster than last
. year.
Erica Gambaccini

BG falls
to 6-7
overall
on year

Tennis wins big Falcon puts
Men beat 3 nationally ranked opponents squad 1st
ByBobBrumberg
STAII WRITER

After a week off for most of the
team, the men's tennis team got
back into competition this past
weekend, getting some wins at
the
Advantage
Spartans
Invitational at East Lansing,
Mich.
Participating teams included
host Michigan State, BG,
DePaul, Toledo and Western
Michigan. BG did not face UT.
With the exception of sophomores Peter Gardonyi and
Micael Lopez-Acevedo, who
competed in tlie Rocket Indoor
Tournament, this was the
team's first match in two weeks,
The Falcons defeated host
Michigan State, winning nine
matches out of 14. BG also
downed DePaul 6-5.
"Those were two really big
wins for us." said coach Jay
Harris. Our goal was to compete well and ve competed
well.'
The Falcons fell short against
Western Michigan. 7-6. BG. on
the other hand, played all day
without a break, while it was
Western Michigan's only match
of the day. The match also came
right after the Falcons' emotional win agaiast DePaul.

Fifth-year senior
Ricky Schneider
returned for his last
year knowing he
would be the backup quarterback.
By Pete Stella
SPORTS EDITOR

Ricky Schneider found out a
week ago that after numerous
problems with concussions in
his football career, the contact
days were over.
But the fifth-year senior
back-up quarterback/punter,

dk' Flwo

RULERS OF MICHIGAN STATE: Nicolas Lopez-Acevedo sets up
to return a shot during a recent home match
Junior Vitek Wild sat out against
WMU because he had played
three matches in a row, and
coach Harris did not want to risk
injury to his shoulder.
"That was going to be a big
test for us," Harris said. "We
fought so hard. We just ran out
of gas a little bit."

However. BG won the first set
in seven of the nine singles'
matches against WMU.
These numbers are impressive by themselves However, it
is even more impressive when
you factor in that the teams
BIG WIN, PAGE 10

By Derek McCord
ST»lf HRIJfR

The Bowling Green men's soccer team, despite losing against
Kentucky, still have a slim chance
of still winning the MidAmerican Conference regular
sea on title for the first time in
four years.
The Falcons had a chance to
take the lead out-right in the
MAC when senior Matt Lyons
lined up for a penalty kick in the
final minute of regulation against
the Wildcats last Friday. Lyons
missed the penalty leaving the
match in a 1 -1 tie in regulation.
The door would be left open
for Kentucky as Tyler Cook netted
the match-winning goal off a free
kick situation in the fifth minute
of overtime ending the Wildcats
conference season record at 4-2.
"We played well enough to
beat them." said BG coach Mel
Mahler said. "Penalty kicks are
not a 100 percent given and Matt
just missed it, we are all human
and make mistakes. I still felt that
we were in a good situation to
win the game."
Falcon senior Tommy Thomas
scored the matches first goal
when he shot from eight-yards
out beating UK goalkeeper Brian
O'Leary.
Junior Benjamin
Vaccaro was given the assist on
the goal.
• The Wildcats tied up the match
in the 45th minute with a Marc
Theriault penalty kick.
; The sidestory about how the
game got to the penalty kick situ-'
ation was the physical display by
Kentucky that resulted into eight
yellow cards, two red cards and
fifth-year senior Zac Olson breaking the fibula in his right leg.
"It was a vicious tackle from
behind in which Zac was completely defenseless because he
was concentrating on the ball."
Mahler recalled. "There is no
|t>om in athletics for what happened that day. The thing that
angers me is that Zac is a fifthyear senior and his career is over.
Jt was an ugly display off collegiate athletics."
, The Falcons were already playing with out their second leading
points scorer in senior Fred
Degand. who is still suffering with
an ankle injury that has played
him all season.
The situation now for the
Falcons with their 2-2 conference
MEN. PAGE 10

Sept. 23. Schneider stepped in
for injured quarterback Andy
Sahm. While completing three
of 10 passes for 44 yards,
Schneider was knocked out of
the game with a concussion.
The hit was the last action
he'll see as quarterback.
"It definitely sucks." he said.
"I guess it is for the best. 1 have
had a couple of doctors tell me
as far as concussion wise, they
don't know what is going to
happen down the road. I also
have a hemiated disk in my
neck and contact isn't the best
thing for me."
The much antici >ated Falcon
2000 campaign has hit its share
of speed bumps on its way to a
2-6 overall and 2-3 Mid
American Conference mark.

SCHNEIDER FILE
AMHERSTSTEELEHS:
Division II All-State Selection
his senior ycat
BGSU: Started 10 games
over the fust thiee years of
his career.
FIRST COLLEGE TIME: Saw
action at end of Ohio State
game in 1997

though our record doesn't indicate it, we've got a lot of talent
and a lot of good people here."
This
season.
Schneider
opened the year at Michigan as
the starting punter, in place of
an injured Pat Heming.
It was a duty he had never
handled before.
Despite playing in front of
110,585 people.
Schneider
stepped onto the field and
punted nine times for 360 yards
and a 40 yard average.
He also completed 2-6 passes
for 24 yards and his punting
accomplishments earned him
BG s Special Teams Player of the
Week.
According to Schneider, playing at the Big House is something he will never forget
"That |Michigan| was amaz
ing." hesaid. "The first couple of
times I was just hoping I wouldn't get it blocked. After I got a
couple punts, I was just trying
to kick the ball well. I am just
really thankful I was able to play
at Michigan and that is an experience I will never forget."
Schneider's willingness to do
anything to help his team has
drawn him much praise from
BG coach Gary Blackney.
"He's the kind of student ath
lete that every coach wants to
have on his team," he said. "He
has all the intangibles, honesty,
loyalty. Iiard work, that make
him a great kid. Ricky will be
5TH-YEAR, PAGE 10
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TOUCHDOWN: Center Eric Curl celebrates running back John Gibson's touchdown Saturday night.

Falcons get bye week,
host Marshall Nov. 4th
By Pete Stela
SP0RIS EDITOR

One of the rewards BG football got for their 20-6 win over
Eastern Michigan Saturday
night is an extra week to prepare
for powerhouse Marshall.
The Thundering Herd invade
Perry Stadium Nov. 11 and the
extra time, due to the bye week,
is a positive for the Falcons,
according to BG coach Gary
Blackney.
He feels resting the players is
one of the main concerns during the week off and he also
wants to give some of the
younger kids more individual
attention.
"This late in the season, it is
important that we rest the players," Blackney said. 'Because of
the number of young players on
the team, we will get back to
individual work, fundamental

work. We do a lot of group and
team work during the season so
we want to work some individually."
The Brown and Orange had
Sunday and Monday off and will
get back to it today, Wednesday,
Thursday and then have Friday
and Saturday off.
Next Sunday. Blackney said,
will not be the normal postgame practice but will be more
of a work day.
More on Eastern
Blackney was pleased with
the overall play of his Special
Teams.
Kicker Mike Knapp made
good on all four of his kicking
attempts, punter Pat Fleming
netted a 45.3 yard average on six
punts and defensive back Jerry
Wagner forced a fumble on a
punt, which was recovered by
long
snapper
Ryan
Diepenbrock.

Id

-4-

who has had seven concussioas
dating back to high school and
four this year alone, believes
something like this is the risk
you take when playing football.
"It's part of the game."
Schneider said.
During the Buffalo game

Injuries to key players,
including tailbacks Joe Alls and
Godfrey Lewis, receivers Aaron
Alexander and Kurt Gerling,
along with Schneider, has taken
a toll on the Brown and Orange.
"We have just had some horrible luck...you II have that some
time." Schneider said.
Schneider graduated last
May with a degree in interpersonal communications, but
returned for his fifth-year know
ing he would be the back-up
signal :aller.
"My parents taught me that
once you take on something,
you don't quit." he said. "I think
this is a special team and even

" I have been pleased in general with our special teams, but I
thought that might have been
the overall best performance,
collectively," Blackney said.
"With Knapp being successful
with all his tries and Heming
probably punted the ball
Saturday night better than he
has all season. Once again, our
protection and our coverage
was very good."
The normally banged up
Falcons came away from
Saturday without any key
injuries.

"We came through the game
pretty good." Blackney said.
Harris's role
Quarterback/tailback Josh
Harris made his presence felt
against the Eagles as he gained
63 yards rushing, which led the
team and took many snaps at
EASTERN. PAGE 9
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LEADER: Quarterback Ricky Schneider looks for an open man
against Michigan Sept. 2.
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Falcons
go 0-1-1
ByErikCassano
S'MI
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Over the weekend, the BG
women's soccer team finished
their
Mid-American
Conference schedule with two
road games. They tied with
Buffalo, the 2000 MAC champions. 1-1 Saturday and lost to
Kent State 3-1 Sunday.
The Falcons finjsh.il in seventh place in the MAC with a
record of 5-5-1, an improvement over last year's 10th place
showing, but forced them to
play on the road in the opening
round of the MAC tournament
next week. The Falcons will
play second place Eastern
Michigan on Oct. 31, the winner advancing to play the winner of the Western MichiganCentral Michigan matchup in
the second round.
"If you watched both games
over the weekend, you got a
very good reflection of the way
our program is this season,"
said coach Andy Richards.
"You would have seen the very
best and perhaps the very
worst of what we're doing this
vear."
Friday, the firown and
Orange played to a scoreless
standoff with Buffalo until
10:43 remained in regulation.
Then senior Michelle Lisy
kicked the ball into 'he lower
left corner of the Bulls' net for a
1-0 lead.
The upset bid was shortlived, however, as Buffalo's
Elizabeth Pfeffer squibbed die
ball just inside the post of the
BG net with 7:48 left.
BG sophomore goalie Erika
Flanders and Buffalo goalie
Emily Cox stonewalled both
offenses in the first and ascend
overtime periods as the teams
each earned their first tie of the
year. Buffalo led BG i;, total
shots 15-14 and 4-3 in shots on
goal.
"At Buffalo, we played
tremendously well against a
very good team who actually
turned out to be the confer
ence cliampions, so to lie them
on their own field is a tremendous result," Richards said.
Sunday, BG headed across
the Ohio Turnpike to battle
cross-state rival Kent. The
Golden Rashes were winless in
four tries against the Falcons
and quickly showed that the
law of averages might be in
their favor. Kent jumped out to
a 2-0 lead at the half off with a
converted penalty kick by Nicki
Downey at 19:44 and a goal by
Lauren Caminiti at 36:59.
( .ii nil in i would find the BG
net again in tin- second half,
knocking the ball in off a cross
pass at 57:40. BG would get
their lone goal from senior
Jamie Eshleman, who scored at
61:53. the assist going to
sophomore fill Conover
The goal was Eshleman's first
of the season, and the fourth of
her career. Three of the four
have come against Kent.
Conover s assist was her leamleading sixth. BG led 30-23 in
shots. Kent had a 15 14 edge in
shots on goal.
"We came out against Kent
State very flat. We let them get
a couple of goals, the gam;- got
away from us. and as inn h as
we tried to get back into it, it
was too little, too late,"
Richards said.
The Falcons will close out the
regular season this weekend
with a pair of home matches at
Cochrane Field Friday vs.
Wisconsin-Green Bay and
Sunday vs. Michigan State.
Both are 1 p.m. starts.
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Golota's injuries pile up
(EdSchuylerir.
> BOXING »Blll

NEW YORK - Andrew Golota.
hurtirg and humiliated, was worried about what his 9-year-old
daughter Alexandra would think
about his fight against Mike
Tyson.
"What will Ola (Alexandra's pet
name) think? I told her I would
win the fight,'' Mariola Colota said
her husband wondered.
Golota quit after the second
round Friday night and left the
ring in Palace of Auburn Hills near
Detroit to a chorus of boos, a
shower of soda and beer and
severe criticism from the media.
"Everybody just assumed, well,
here we have a winner and a quit ter." said Golota's wife, a lawyer
whose office in northwest
Chicago was pelted with eggs and
had garbage dumped in front of
it. "There was more involved."
Golota was admitted to
Chicago's Resurrection Hospital
Saturday afternoon with a concussion, a fractured left cheek
bone and a hemiated disk in his

there was a
neck.
Peggy
Andrew wanted to that
Williams, a hoslittle bleeding in
pital spokeswin the fight. He the brain, but that
woman, said
wanted to show doesn't appear to
Golota was disto
charged from everybody he could according
the hospital in fight clean and he YaP°r
good condition
. „
Us
not
COUld Win.
uncommon for
Sunday night.
"Andrew
people who susMARIOLA GOL0IA, Will
tain serious head
wanted to win
the fight," his
injuries to have a
wife said. "He wanted to show cervical injury," said Yapor,
everybody he could fight clean explaining that all head injuries
and he could win.
are considered serious.
"He got hurt, he got injured and
Numbness in Golota's left arm
it's probably the smartest thing he led to an MRI that disclosed the
did," she said of his refusal tocon- hemiated disk. An EEC was nortinue.
mal.
Dr. Wesley Yapor. a neurosurAsked if Golota could fight
geon treating Golota. described again, Yapor said, "That's a diffithe fighter's injuries Sunday on a cult question to answer. My goal is
conference call with Mrs. Golota. to get him to where he would
He said the 32-year-old Golota have no restrictions."
sustained a hemiated disk
"There's no question he susbetween the fourth and fifth cer- tained a concussion from head
vical vertebrae, and that he had blows," Yapor said.
«
been fitted with a cervical collar.
Golota was knocked down by a
If the symptoms persist, he right to the head late in the first
might need surgery," Yapor said.
round. He also complained of
After an MRI. It was thought several head butts by Tyson, one

of which apparently opened a cut
over his left eye.
"If he had sustained another
serious blow to the head, he could
have liecome paralyzed," Yapor
said. "There's no way I would have
allowed him to enter the ring for
the second round."
Golota did not complain to a
ringside physician about being in
distress.
"There's no way I'm blaming
the physician who was there."
Yapor said.
Golota told trainer Al Certo
after tlie first round he wanted to
quit, but Certo told him he could
win the fight. After the second
round, Mrs. Colota said, "He was
talking to him (Certo) in Polish."
Golota told referee Frank Garza
more than once in English. "I
quit."
After the fight. Golota, who had
a seizure and was hospitalized
after being knocked out in one
round by heavyweight champion
Lennox Lewis, Oct. 4, 1997,
became disoriented and nau-
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HURT BADLY: Andrew Golota and Mike Tyson duke it out Oct. 20. Golola left before the third round due to injuries suffered in the fight.

Van Dam, Lund, Knapp named P0W
EASTERN, f ROM PAGE 8
quarterback.

Blackncy feels having two guys
like Harris and Andy Sahm gives
the Falcons an advantage but
Harris needs to throw more during the game.
"It gives us more weapons,
more ways to come out at defenses," Blackney said. "We want Josh
to throw the ball a little bit more. A
couple of those runs were sent in
as passes and he just used his ath lerjc ability to make a play. He has
to become more of a passing
threat."
"The guy [Harris] flat out has a
cannon for an arm." Blackney
said.
For the second straight game,
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"We want Josh to
throw the ball a
little more...he has
to become a passing threat."
GARY BLACKNEY, COACH

BG used a more spread out
offense to confuse the Eastern
defense.
"We are trying to take people
out of the box and try to get
matchups with our receivers on
their linebackers." Blackney said.
"That is the point of putting our
running backs out as the farthest

receiver because we know a corner has to cover our running
back. We move the receiver inside
which generally puts a strong
safety or linebacker on our best
receivers, Gerling and Bautista.
That is the match-up we want."
MAC Notes
Receiver David Bautista s second in the conference with a 6.13
average receptions per game. His
76.4 yards per game average gives
him the fifth spot in that category.
Sahm is seventh in the MidAmerican Conference in passing
yards per game average with
152.6 and 10th in pass efficiency
with a 104.6 mark.
As a team, the Falcons rank sec-

ond in nishing defense and last in |
pass defense.
BG Players of the Week
Offensive Player of the Week I
Award went to tight end Jason Van
Dam, who netted four catches for
53 yards in the win Saturday.
Defensive accolades were given
to defensive back Sergio Lund,
win i made six tackles against
Eastern. Knapp won the Special I
Teams award for his 2-2 from field
goal range (29,39yards) and his 22 success for extra points.
"I think he (Knappl has become I
more battle tested, more battle!
hardened." Blackney said. "I see a I
lot more confidence on his part."

Economy Cars
1992 Nissan Sentra
1987 Nissan Pulsar NX
!992Sunbird-AutoA/C
1989 Honda Civic
1992 Toyota Paseo
1992 Prism-4Dr. Auto
1995 Honda Civic-Auto
1996 Nissan 200SX
1992 Camry-Auto
1994 Toyota Corolla
1997 Neon-Auto. Loaded
1990 Toyota 4x4 truck
1996 Nissan 4x4 truck
1993 GMC Jimmy 4x4

Call Dean Smith
or Tom DelGreco
353-8810
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Schneider hurt in last year Men take control at State
BIG WIN FROM PAGE 8

STH-YMR.FR0MPAGE8
successful at any endeavor he
chooses."
Last season. Schneider started
the first four Falcon games and
amassed 767 yards and eight
touchdown passes.
But after being laste to a team
meeting during the week of the
Toledo game. Schneider was
benched in favor of Sahm.
Sahm went on to throw for 302
yards and has been slated as the
starter every since.
One would think there would
be friction between the two.

There isn't.
"[There is] No bitterness at all,"
Schneider said. He is a very
smart player and if he has a question, I'll try and help him out the

best I can."
"I think he is doing a very good
job. He hasn't had all of his
weapons, but I think he has done
well with what he's got and he is
making good decisions."
On the year, Schneider has
completed 5-17 passes for 68
yards and one interception.
Nov. 11 will mark the end of
Schneider's football career in a
Falcon uniform.
But does he have any regrets
about staying for a fifth-year and
getting hurt?
"I didn't want to look back 30
years down the road and wish I
would have stayed," Schneider
said. "I don't want to have any
regrets. I honestly can say I don't."

But what would happen if he
has to punt, there is a good return
and he has to make the touchdown saving tackle?
Schneider just

smiled

were ranked in the top 75 last
year. All three teams are also
expected to be high on the list
when the rankings come out in
July.
"We played better as the weekend went on," Harris said. "I was
happy with the way we played.'
Wild extended his undefeated
record to 11-0 with a 2-0 showing. Freshman Nick Moxley.
fighting through some gutsy
matches, went 2-1. M. LopezAcevedo and sophomore Geoff
Hiscox also put up 2-1 records
Senior Brandon Gabel, also playing in some intense matches,
went 1-1. Junior Mike Kossoff
went 0-2 and sophomore
Nicolas Lopez Acevedo fell 0-3.
In doubles action. Wild and
Hiscox took the first (light 3-0.
The doubles team of WMU that
Wild/Hiscox defeated in the end
was recently ranked number six
in the region. Sophomore Ed
Kuresman/M. Lopez-Acevedo
also won. going 1-0.

and

laughed.
"I was talking to a trainer and
he said try to trip him or something like that or give the guy a leg
whip but don't stick your head in
there," he said.
"I never thought it |my career]
would pretty much end like this,"
Schneider said. "But you've got to
deal with what your dealt."
The true callii ig card of a leader,
a gentleman and a team player.

Olson breaks leg

A FI/RRY

MEN, FROM PAGE 8

FVH FILLED
FACT...

record is a possibility of tying with
Akron for first place at the top of
the

A CAT HAS 32

standings

along

with

Kentucky and Marshall (4-2).
If the Falcons were to defeat
Akron Friday and Buffalo Sunday,

^MUSCLES IN

the initial tie breaker will be goal
differential. Akron leads the way

^.EACH EAR///

in the category with 10 goals

Classified Ads
372-6977
Ttw BG Newt will nut knowingly aciept admitwmemi thai diunminiw. or *ixour»|c diicnniinaiion if unii any individual of group on
ihe bun of race, KI (Otot. erred, religion,
nat octal onfin. actual oneniation. disability.
nitui u a -tietan. or on the bain of any other

"We can only help our selves,"

care of business this weekend we

%

to get the number one seed but
the second seed is a big possibili-

Travel

Personals

GO DIRECT! Internet-based company offering WHOLESALE Spring
Break packages' Call 1-800-3671252 or www.springbreakdtrec1.com.

Wellness Connection
It's time to get your GROOVE on!!
The Disco Dance is heating up
Eppler North Gym on Oct 26 from
9:30pm-12.00am. Show us your
funky disco style and win a
psychedelic prize!!
Wellness Connection-170 Health
Center-372-WELL

Travel
#111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals, Parties! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife' Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
spnngbreaklravel.com
1-800-678-6386
*111 Spring Break Specials! Can'cun & Jamaica $389! Air. Hotel,
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
SPRING BREAK 2001
Jamaica, Cancun. Florida.
Barbados, Bahamas Now hiring
campus reps Earn 2 free trips.
Free meals book by Nov. 3r!. Call
for FREE info pack or visit on-line
sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

A* A* A* A* A* A* A* A* A<J>
Lil Jessica P.-Your Big loves you!
A* A* A* A* A* A* A<J> A* A4>
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Gam's would like to wish all
their new members the best of luck
on their new member exams!
Good lUck!
Alpha Gamma Delta
INTRAMURAL CO-REC WHIFFLEBALL ENTRIES DUE OCTOBER

25
Prognanf Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.
354-4673 BQPC
Robin, we talked on plane to Phoenix on 10/12 I would like to talk
more. 614-237-4483, David.

[Look no further
than Kaufman's Sleakhouse
for NTN Interactive Trivia

uiauhnans
illtulllM'H^
II In rvgreal I<><HI IS
anything hnl trivial.

FINAL CLOSEOUT
on all Needlework Kits
On sale
now thru Oct 31st

BUY 1 KIT
BUY 2 KITS

50% OFF
50% OFF 1ST KIT

*****

4

"We realize the MAC is full of
hard teams," Rhodes said. "We
know we will have hard competition all year."
The team will take a week off
and then participate in the ITA
Midwest Regional Tournament
in Ann Arbor Mich.
Coach Penny Dean could not
be reached for comment

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Bass Player Needed
For up & coming alternative
rock band. Call Jim © 372-1687

Dancers-No experience necessary,
earn BIG MONEYSSS' Apply in person at: Deja Vu, 135 S Bryne. 5310329.

Substitute teachers needed to work
in the Wood County schools. Daily
rate will vary depending on school
district. Bachelor's degree required.
To apply contact Karen Lindquist at
Wood County ESC (354-9010).

372-9355
BEE FARM STORE
Part-time clerk wanted. Please send
resume to: 2765 c.r 220. VanBuren..
OH 45889

Wanted

Cashiers start immediately for a
part-time 3rd shift position. Competitive pay & commission. Apply today!
BPOil. 1670E. Wooster.

1 (em. subleaser in Hillsdale. Own
room stan: lease Dec. 23 through
Aug. 2001 More info, call 352-5772.
ask lor Abbey.

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2.000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundratser.com
three hour fundraismg event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.camousfundraiser.com

For Sale

19 inch TV/VCR. Brand new/won at
Inside help & drivers needed part
contest. $150. call Chns O 353Child Care Staff Needed • Mature,1 time. Flexible hours. Hungry Howie's 0189.
Inendly individuals needed lo fill var- Pizza in Perrysburg 872-4800
1995 Saturn. 4 dr.. 5 spd., sunroof,
1 male roommate wanted. Fox Run
ious positions in YMCA Child Care
Join our Team
AC, power windows 4 locks $4000
apartments. Si51 plus ulilities/352Programs Morning and afternoon
Cooks & Servers
352-0764.
2948
hours available Counselor and DiApply Within
Athletic Evenl Calendars For Sale
rector positions available. Benefits
Mountain Jacks
1 roommate, male or female, own
SAAC (Sludenl Alhlelic Advisory
available include YMCA member5335 Airport Hwy, Toledo
room, 2 bedroom house, near
Committee)
is selling event calenship. For more information call (419)
Franklin Park Mall m Toledo. Call
KENNEL HELP
dars now tor jusl $5 00 Call Janna
251-9622
Kevin (419) 475-9303.
If you love animals & like work call
Blais at 2-2401.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Rick 9 893-7218 Part-time. Mau1 subleaser needed for apt. at Fox
Comics tor sale
mee area.
Run. $201.66 mo. 419-352-5893 or Work part-time, full-time, even put in
DC. Marvel 70s lo 90s
over-time hours, around your col330-767-4470.
MOBILE
WORK
CREW
JOB
Call Dave O 353-2056
lege and personal schedule. Work a
COACH-Community based crew
4 sublease's needed
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
Dorm (ridge, 352-2905, after
coach needed. Community EmploySpring semester
5 30pm. $50, like new.
hours plus over-time. Many college
ment Sen/ices is seeking a responHillsdale Apts.
students work here Starting pay is
sible individual to provide job coach- Fender Slrat B1 & WT guitar, hard
Call 353-9440
$5.30 per hour with an automatic
ing using a multifaceted and person- case, Peavy 110 AMP, $500 Call
Fern, subleaser needed ASAP.
$.25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
alized approach with emphasis on Mike 353-8116.
$201.66/mo. + UTIL. A/C, Cable.
100 hours of service with the comsystematic instruction to fulfill the HONDAS FROM $500! Police Imwasher/dryer. Call Kale @ 352pany. These are unskilled jobs
demands on the conlract(s). 80 pounds and tax repos! For listings 1 •
5893.
involving assembling and packaging
hours biweekly position available
800-719-3001 BX14558
small parts. Apply in person beFemale roommate for fall 4 summer.
Salary $7 55117.33 hourly based
tween the hours of 9:00am and
Call Haley at 354-1605.
upon experience. Qualified appli5:00pm (Monday-Friday) al
HELP! Farmhouse work exchange
cants must have a High School
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODFor Rent
lor living. II interested, please call
Diploma or GED. and valid Ohio
UCTS, INC.. 428 Clough Street,
845-255-3117
drivers license Application deadline
Bowling Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks
is 10/26/00 Interested persons may
I can do odd jobs Landscaping,
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
■• 2001-2002 listings available "
pick up an application packet at'
clean gutters, & misc. Contact Te Q
Queen next to Ihe railroad tracks
Will mail or pick-up at office 316 E
Wood Lane School, Ent B, 11160
419-353-0386.
Merry #3 or call 353-0325
HICKORY FARMSCALL CENTER
East Gyspy Lane Rd., Bowling
Needed December Arts & Sciences
SERVICE
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
Green. OH Monday-Fnday,
Grad. Tix Will pay Call Torrie al
From Only
REPRESENTATIVES
8:00am-4:30pm. E.O.E.
352-2775.
SEASONAL $7.50 +
MM
Office cleaning, evenings. 10-12
Needed: 1 female subleaser ASAP
Pnvate
Entrance
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and
hrs/week, own trans required. Call
until May 17. Own room, spacious.
Patio
part-time seasonal Service Repre352-5822.
For information please call 353sentatives to input orders into our
Spacious Kitchen
4179, ask for Allison.
Substitute aides needed to work in
Small Pets Welcome!
seasonal processing system and reWood County Schools $7 00 per
Varsity Square Apt*.
Subleaser, spring semester, for 1
spond to customer inquires regardhour. HS diploma or GED required.
353-7715
bdrm. Heinze Site Apt. Will pay caing the slatus ol their order. PosiTo apply contact Karen Lindquist at
tions are also open lor clericals and
ble. Contact Jaime at 352-3476.
505 Clough St. Apt. B22. 2 BR unWood
County
ESC.
(354-9010).
mail
order
processors.
$.50
per
hour
Two sublease's needed ASAP! New
fum apt $50000 mo. Tenants pay
increase after customer service
home, own room. Call Rachael @
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT postgas & electric. No pets! Deposit
training. Positions are open now
353-2198.
tion assisting persons with mental
$500 00. Call John Nevdove Real
through February on day and everetardation/developmental disabiliEstale at 354-2260.
ning shifts, during the week and on
ties in daily living skills in a residenBG house/rooms for rent, 4 bedweekends. Must have computer and
tial
setting.
Part-time,
and
sub
posiHelp Wanted
room, $700/mo. ♦ ulils 419-937typing skills. We offer attendance intions available ranging from 24 to 72
2215.
centives, 40% employee discount,
hours biweekly. Salary is $7 55/hour
Hillsdale Apl/1082 Fairview. One
flexible scheduling, and professional
for first 90 days, thereafter beginATTENTION STUDENTS
bedroom, dishwasher, A/C. carports.
supervision. Apply in person Monning at $10 24/hour based upon exMOLTEN CORP.
Starts at $390.00 mo. Available
Fri., 9am-7pm, & Sat., I0am-2pm,
perience. High school diploma or
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
Nov. 1. Call 353-5800
Hickory Farms Corporate Office.
GED required; no experience necesIMMEDIATE HIREI
1505
Holland
Rd.,
Maumee.
OH,
sary. Positions available in Bowling
Professor will share large home with
Part Time
EOE
Green, Perrysburg, and Walbndge
graduate student or other professor,
Less than one block from Campus
areas. Interested persons may oblarge wooded lot; 2 wood burning
$6/HR. STARTING PAY
tain an application packet from
tire places; $275/ Including utilities;
3 shifts available:
Wood County Board of MR/DD,
call 352-5523 and leave message
A Shift: 7:00am - 10:00am
11160
East
Gypsy
Lane
Rd.,
BowlB Shift: 10:15am - 1:15pm
Subleasers needed beginning Januing Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday,
C Shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm
ary 13. 2/3 bedroom house, big
8:00am-4:30pm E.O.E.
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
kitchen and porch, dose lo campus
and getting paid for 31
Wanted: Dancers, waitstaff, apply
and downtown, $555/month. 208 E.
354-8802
after 5pm, 5801 Telegraph, Toledo,
Merry Apt. A. Please call Sarah or
354-8703
Angela 352-3164.
OH or call 419-476-6640.

— M — ■"• —■■^■—- — T — i
60% OFF 2ND KIT

Cla-Zel Theatre

Downtown BG * 353-1351
::.. ireateastemhe ,..

352- 6395 • 165 S. Main • Downtown BG
.uiMinlv.
MONDAY

Jay Smith M.D.

Sirloin Steak

Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

Swiss Steak

354-6166
\

and Rhodes teamed with Coello
for a 1-2 showing.

Help Wanted

^enower Basket
jr

for a 2-1 record. Bratton and
junior Devon Bissinger went 1 -1,

*4j(vX

BECOME A PEER EDUCATOR
Call Wellness Connection for details

Campus Events

"Attention"
Sludenl teachers teaching
Spring 2001--Get your required
PPDlTB skin test) at the Student
Health Service. Cost is
$8.00 (bursarable).
Last names starting with S-Z
Tues., Oct. 24, 5-6:30pm

Wasilewski and Maloney fought

.,nTVE§I)A¥..

have a chance, it would be tough

ty"

Personals

A weekend off can be fatal to a
team. However, the Bowling
Green women's tennis team
proved that to be false this past
weekend.
"I don't think time off was a
big factor in people's performance," said senior Meghan
Rhodes. "Nobody played poorly
because of the time off. I think
everybody played well."
Taking their game on the road
to Kalamazoo, Mich., for the Fall
Mid-American
Conference
Tournament, the ladies put up
decent numbers. Participating
team in the Fall MAC Indoor
included BG, Akron, Eastern
Michigan, Miami, Northern
Illinois. Toledo and Western
Michigan.
This gave the Falcons a look at
the conference.

faces. It gave us a good insight."
Freshman Jessica Johnson
and senior Erika Wasllewski each
went 2-1 in singles, while Rhodes
put up a 1-1 record at the first
flight. Senior Tracey Howitt and
freshman Lisa Maloney also
went 1-1 in singles. Senior Abby
Bratton and freshman Gabv
Coello each fell 0-2.
The
doubles'
team
of

^^

ourselves and Akron. If we take

six and BG and Kentucky are tied

"No tricks, |ust treats.
Give the gift of Ufa."
11 am-Spm Olscamp

Women's Tennis

"You get to see how the other i
teams have improved," Rhodes
said. "There are a lot of new

Mahler said. "Everyone else is
done except Northern. Western,

who's followed by Marshall with

Spring Break reps needed to promote campus trips. Earn Stravel tree
No cost We train you. 1-800-3671252 or www.spnngbreakdired.com

Next week. Harris will send
Wild, Hiscox, and N. Lopez-

with one a piece.

Acevedo to the ITA Rolex
Tournament in Madison, Wis. All
three will play singles and
Wild/Hiscox will team up for
doubles.

entitled Angus Bret
•TUESDAY-

''

*

■

^KJffUdiaick'sCksicMm

•WEDNESDAY-

Stuffed Fork Chop
•THURSDAY*

Baked Chicken

1628 EAST WOOSien BOWLING GREEN-354-2535

Vertigo
mm

